Dream Yoga and Astral Travel
Lecture 14: Analyzing Dreams through Meditation

Serenity
Equanimity
Tranquility
Contentment
Acceptance
Quietude
Peacefulness

Concentration + Imagination = Meditation
Calm Abiding + Special Insight = Ecstasy
Serenity + Visualization = Comprehension

Tsong Khapa,
The Great Treatise on the Stages of
the Path to Enlightenment
Why is it insufficient to cultivate either
serenity or insight alone?...
If you light an oil-lamp for the purpose of
viewing a picture in the middle of the night,
you will see the depictions very clearly if the
lamp is both very bright and undisturbed by
wind. If the lamp is not bright, or is bright but
flickering in the wind, then you will not see
the images clearly. Likewise, when looking
for the profound meaning, you will clearly
see reality if you have both the wisdom that
unerringly discerns the meaning of reality
and an unmoving attention that stays as you
wish on the object of meditation.

Tsong Khapa,
The Great Treatise on the Stages of
the Path to Enlightenment
However, if you do not have wisdom that
knows how things are—even if you have a
non-discursive concentration in which your
mind is stable and does not scatter to other
objects—then you lack the eyes which see
reality. Hence, it will be impossible to know
how things are no matter how much you
develop your concentration. And even with a
perspective that understands reality—
selflessness—if you lack a firm concentration
that stays one-pointedly on its object, then it
will be impossible to clearly see the meaning
of the way things are because you will be
disturbed by the winds of uncontrollably
fluctuating discursive thought.

Dynamics of
Meditation

Analytical Meditation
In order to meditate on the special insight that realizes
ultimate reality, we need to develop the wisdom that
understands selflessness. Before we can do that, we must
search for and identify the self that does not exist.
—The Dalai Lama, Stages of Meditation

Symbols must be analyzed coldly, without superstition,
maliciousness, mistrust, pride, vanity, fanaticism,
prejudgment, preconceptions, hatred, envy, greed,
jealousy, etc.
—Samael Aun Weor, Sexology: The Basis of Endocrinology
and Criminology

1.

The Definition
of Analysis

A detailed examination of anything complex in
order to understand its nature or to determine its
essential features.
2. A thorough study doing a careful analysis of the
problem.
3. A statement of such an examination.
4. A separation of a whole into its component parts.

A Dream Analysis Example

Levels of Cognizance
• Were you aware that you were dreaming?
• How aware were you in the dream?
• How long were you aware you were
dreaming?
• How frequently did you dream throughout
that time?
• How amplified and penetrative was your
dream consciousness?
• How did the quality of your dream fluctuate
or change?
• Did the quality of your dream stay the
same?

Situational Factors
• What happened in the dream?
• Who were the characters or people
involved?
• How were you involved in the drama
or dream?
• How were you a witness and/or
participant of the dream?
• How did you interact with the
dream’s constituents?

• What was the overarching narrative
or sub-narratives of the dream?
• What were the relationships between
different dream events?

Ambience
• What were the sounds and colors of the dream?
• Where did your dream take place and what was its tone /
atmosphere?
• What was the weather like in your dream?
• What was the overall tone, mood, or quality of the
experience?

• How did you feel towards the dream and its elements?
• How did the characters, entities, or objects of the dream
respond in relation to you?

Spiritual and Egotistical States
• Which center of the human machine predominates in the dream?
• What was the quality of the dream and your psychological states?
• What egotistical thoughts, emotions, or impulses were
expressed?
• What conscious understandings and sentiments manifested?

• What was the overall quality of the dream’s logic?
• What types of actions did the dream inspire within you?

• What was the desired outcome of the dream?

Intentions and
Outcomes

• What was the actual outcome?
• What was the outcome of your actions or the situation in the
dream?
• How did you feel in relation to the situation or characters?

• What was your mood at the end of the dream and its result?

Identifying Symbols
• What philosophy is the symbol
associated with?
• What is its contrary meaning or
opposite?
• What does the symbol correspond
with?
• What numbers were represented?

• What different kinds of symbols were present in
the dream?

The Intersection of
Dream Symbols

• Did multiple symbols interact? If so, how?

• Which symbol or symbols predominated and why?
• How did the dream situation relate to the number,
symbol, or dramatization?
• How were the numbers both individual and
cumulative in the dream?

Predictive Solutions
• What potential or actual solutions
were presented to the problem in
the dream?
• What should have happened in the
dream in relation to the symbol or
sacred arcana?
• What principles or guidance are
implicit within the dream’s
manifested numbers?
• How did your dream actions
embody the virtues or weaknesses
of the sacred arcana?
• Does the dream inspire ethical or
unethical behaviors?

Initiation is Your Own Life
• What specific ordeals are you facing now in the physical
world?

• Who is currently involved in your life struggles or challenges?
• How are other people agents or actors within your karmic
situation?
• What are your reactions to individual and/or collective
events?
• How are you choosing to behave in defined circumstances
and why?
• What different egos have you observed in your daily life?

• Which defects are causing the most problems for you and
why?

The Internal is the External
• How do the symbols or dream situations reflect your daily
life?
• How do your dream actions reflect your physical actions?
• What mood or sentiments permeate both your dream and
waking life?
• How do your dream states reflect your daily psychological
states?
• How might your dream and its symbols warn you about your
behaviors, situations, or other people?
• How might the dream present the right course of action in
the vigil state?
• Does the dream contradict or align with scriptural, prophetic,
ethical, or spiritual conduct?

Recurring Dreams
• What elements repeat
themselves in your dreams?

• How frequently does the dream
repeat?
• Are there variations among
each dream occurrence?

• How do your behaviors change
or stay the same in these
dreams?
• Do you experience the same or
different reactions to each
dream?
• Do you ever experience
recurring situations in life that
are reflected in your dreams?
• Why do you have this recurring
dream?

How to Proceed
• Do not worry about or identify with the outcome of the
dream.

• Be careful of self-fulfilling prophecies, fatalism, or nihilism.
• Extract the lessons from your dream / waking experiences.
• Identify the connections between the dream and waking life
without fear, anxiety, or desire.

• Understand that both good and bad dreams can be obstacles
if you become attached to them.

Resources
Meditation Essentials
Meditation without Exertion
Gnostic Meditation
Sufi Principles of Meditation
The Eternal Tarot of
Alchemy and Kabbalah

Exercises

1. Every day, deepen your practice of self-observation and the Key
of Sol.
2. Every day, practice meditative retrospection.
3. Then, pick a fact to investigate further, and meditate on that
fact. Do not speculate, theorize, or intellectualize.
4. Record your dream experiences and the facts of your day in your
spiritual diary.

